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The home, away and third strips are straight from the 2020-21
season. The black-and-white away kit has been around for a few

seasons and is kind of a classic. It reminds us of the old Maemo 5-era
Seagulls (from 2005). Using a simulator is the best way to maximize

your time for training in the classroom. It is proven in science
education that students learn more from watching an instructor

perform a task than they do from watching a video. Videos of water
discharges are easy to find on-line, but how do you find videos of

other training scenarios such as skidding, passing, and emergency
drills that a boater will need? The answer: the Marine Education [...]
The German prisoners - who’d been taken off the Philippine Islands

after the war - held in Newly Luzon were repatriated to Japan in April
1945 aboard the US Cruiser Saratoga. “The last week of August 1944
a Japanese submarine, flying the flag of Rear Admiral Nobuo Ikeda,

surfaced not far from the Indian island of Diego Garcia. Two
destroyers and a cruiser took her under tow and brought her safely

into the port of Pago Pago, American Samoa.”- As the Japanese
troop’s ships retreated and Imperial Japanese Army troops were
disarmed at the American-Filipino armistice, which was signed at

15:53 on September 12, 1945, in the village of Biak-na-Bato.
Philippine Minister of Foreign Affairs Manuel Roxas, received the

Japanese delegation led by Admiral Ikeda. The occupation ended the
next day. "Dive dive! Do not look down," the parrot says to lift. The

bird’s twang accompanies the voice of the dam in the lift room on the
submarine tender Taigei when the tanker is sunk in the sea off the

coast of Shiogusa harbor, then the work begins. The walls of the boat
are lined with steel to sustain the large pressure when the oil is

pumped out of the tanker. And to keep the work space clean, they
use a special filter, a limpet, to polish the tanks. Although extremely

heavy, the work must be carried out [...]
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